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Conflicting authorities: states, currency
markets and the ERM crisis of 1992–93
P E T E R  AY K E N S *

Abstract. The concept of authority has recently received heightened attention in the inter-
national politics literature. Unfortunately, considerable confusion still exists regarding who
possesses authority, how authority is constituted, how it erodes and how it differs from other
means of generating compliance, most notably power. Drawing on work from international
political economy and political theory, this article sets out to clarify some of the many
ambiguities surrounding authority. It builds hypotheses regarding state/market authority
relations and tests these hypotheses in the context of the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM)
crisis of 1992–93. The article concludes that the ERM crisis did not represent a mere ‘bump in
the road’ on the way to European Monetary Union, but rather the break-up of policy
consensus in a dramatic way.

The evolution of European monetary cooperation also raises a series of broader theoretical
puzzles about the changing historical interaction of political authority and economic markets,
and how this interaction shapes the conditions under which societies are governed.

Kathleen McNamara
The Currency of Ideas

The argument put forward is that the impersonal forces of world markets, integrated over the
postwar period more by private enterprise in finance, industry and trade than by the
cooperative decision of governments, are now more powerful than the states to whom
ultimate political authority over society and economy is supposed to belong.

Susan Strange
The Retreat of the State

Introduction

The concept of authority in international relations—who possesses it, how it is
acquired, its influence on governance, and so on—has recently received heightened



attention in the international politics literature.1 In particular, students of inter-
national political economy and of European politics have found themselves drawn to
the issue of authority for different—but not entirely unrelated—reasons. In the first
instance, to try and understand the effects on international politics of what some
contend to be the irreversible ascendancy of ‘market power’ relative to the power of
states. In the latter, to understand the impact of ever deeper European Union
integration—what John Ruggie argues is the development of the first postmodern
form of political organization—and the fascinating questions of governance which
evolving EU political structures engender.2

That these issues are not so disconnected from each other finds support in the
way both Kathleen McNamara and Susan Strange draw on Karl Polanyi’s notion
that the relation of market authority to political authority shifts back and forth
across time.3 Strange, for instance, argues that a relatively recent shift to market
authority can be seen in the way emergent transnational actors influence distribu-
tional outcomes across a host of issue areas previously the responsibility of states.
McNamara argues ideational factors shaped European policymakers’ responses to
the growing structural power of global capital markets after the collapse of Bretton
Woods, crucial to the story of European monetary integration.4

This article questions aspects of both these arguments. I begin by discussing
Strange’s account of authority. I argue Strange offers an underspecified notion of
authority and frequently conflates authority with power. I then attempt to clear up
the conceptual confusion surrounding authority. I specify how bearers of authority
generate compliance and construct hypotheses regarding the causal implications of
shifting state/market authority relations on monetary regimes. In doing so, I begin to
fill the considerable theoretical gap that currently exists between politically naïve
economic and overly state-centric political explanations of currency crises.

I then turn to McNamara’s thesis that European Monetary Union (EMU) can be
traced to the emergence of a neoliberal policy consensus among European officials
since the collapse of the Snake.5 Embedded in her thesis rests an important claim
regarding state/market authority relations. Namely, that to improve their inter-
national economic position, European states abandoned domestic policy autonomy
as a viable goal and ceded authority over monetary affairs to financial markets.6 To
test this claim, I enter the admittedly narrow and often arcane world of European
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monetary politics. I apply the concept of authority developed in the first part of the
article to the case of the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) crisis of 1992–93. I argue
the crisis occurred because of a lack of consensus among key European policy-
makers over the objectives of monetary policy and the appropriate relation of state
and market authority. I go on to argue the collapse of the ERM did not represent
merely a bump in the road on the way to EMU, but signalled the breakdown of
consensus in a dramatic way.7 Britain, Denmark and Sweden’s continued reluctance
to join EMU and the euro’s persistent weakness in the foreign exchange market
suggest many state and market actors believe the European Union has yet to resolve
these central concerns.

Finally, in the last section I pull up from the details of the ERM crisis to offer
some thoughts on the lessons of the crisis for European monetary policy under
conditions of monetary union. Specifically, I address some of the potential dangers
for euro stability associated with events in Europe since the euro’s introduction. I
then discuss some of the significant theoretical implications suggested by these
arguments for our understanding of state/market relations.

Distinguishing authority from power

Much attention in international political economy has focused on the myth or
reality of the ‘powerless state’.8 As one of the earliest and most dogged analysts of
state/market relations, Susan Strange helped shape both the empirical and the theor-
etical dimensions of this discussion. What remains consistent in her work is the
claim that politics does not begin and end with politicians. She writes, ‘I must protest
that politics is larger than what politicians do, and that power can be exercised—and
is every day being exercised—by non-state authorities as well as by governments.’9

Unfortunately, while Strange usefully discusses how students of politics ought to
think about non-state forms of power, she is not at all clear about how we ought to
think about non-state forms of authority.

Strange defines power as ‘the ability of a person or group of persons so to affect
outcomes that their preferences take precedence over the preferences of others.’10

But power is just one means by which actors generate compliance. Ian Hurd argues
political theorists most often isolate three mechanisms of social control: coercion,
self-interest and legitimacy.11 Legitimacy, as Hurd uses the concept, stands for ‘the
normative belief by an actor that a rule or institution ought to be obeyed. It is a
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subjective quality, relational between actor and institution, and defined by the
actor’s perception of the institution.’12 What Hurd defines as legitimacy can be
classified as an aspect of authority; and, indeed, Hurd concludes to the extent that
non-state actors possess ‘legitimacy’ they also possess ‘authority.’13 In contrast,
particularly throughout The Retreat of the State, Strange uses power and authority
interchangeably, sometimes casting her thesis in terms of a state/market balance of
power and at other times contending ‘authority in society and over economic trans-
actions is legitimately exercised by agents other than states.’14 This conceptual
conflation generates much confusion because power and authority are, in fact,
distinct concepts with very different causal properties.

The difficulty here is not Strange’s alone. Claire Cutler notes that in the inter-
national political economy, ‘the location and structure of legitimate authority are
not obvious or self-evident.’15 Nevertheless, particularly in The Retreat of the State,
Strange illustrates both non-state sources of power and of authority without noting
the considerable differences in how they produce social control. Organized crime and
cartels, for example, utilize power to generate compliance through coercion, fear and
intimidation. Actors comply with insurers, accountants and telecoms, in contrast,
because they represent critical sources of ‘expertise.’ Econocrats generate compliance
because they occupy legitimately constituted ‘offices’ and possess expert knowledge
over specific issue areas.16 As I explain next, the latter examples, ‘expertise’ and
‘office’, are constituent elements of legitimate authority. Compliance through coercion
most certainly is not.

Authority and the authoritative in political theory

Exploration into the nature of authority has traditionally been considered the
purview of political theorists. Theorists of international relations, satisfied by their
reading of Hobbes that authority resides in and ends with the sovereign, most often
find little need or opportunity to discuss the matter further. For Hobbes, the social
contract ceded authority on all public matters within the collectivity to the sover-
eign. However, since the sovereign was not a party to the contract, he/she remained
within the anarchical ‘state of nature’; a place thereby defined by the fact that it was
absent of authority.17

Authority is a much richer concept than is usually assumed by international
relations scholars, however, with several competing typologies of authority present
in the political theory literature.18 Generally, theorists distinguish between those ‘in’
authority from those who represent ‘an’ authority where ‘in’ authority is defined as
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‘a property of rules and offices created by rules’ and ‘an’ authority is ‘based on, is
possessed by virtue of, demonstrated knowledge, skill or expertise concerning a
subject matter or activity’.19 Authority is also most often considered interrelated
with, but conceptually distinct from, power and other means of achieving com-
pliance derivative of power such as coercion, persuasion, and influence. Hannah
Arendt, for instance, argues,

Since authority always demands obedience, it is commonly mistaken for some form of power
or violence. Yet, authority precludes the use of external means of coercion; where force is
used authority itself has failed. Authority, on the other hand, is incompatible with
persuasion, which presupposes equality and works through a process of argumentation.
Where arguments are used, authority is left in abeyance. Against the egalitarian order of
persuasion stands the authoritarian order which is always hierarchical. If authority is to be
defined at all, then, it must be in contradistinction to both coercion by force and persuasion
through arguments.20

Authority is constructed through social practice where symbols of expertise, such as
levels of education, membership in professional associations and titles of offices,
mark the bearer as worthy of some degree of deference. Richard Friedman grounds
the right to command and the duty to obey in a ‘mutually recognized relationship’.21

Within Friedman’s framework, authority assumes an ‘inherently perspectival’ dimen-
sion forcing us to analyse authority within a relational context.22 Importantly, while
symbols of expertise or office mark actors as potential bearers of authority, they are
insufficient to sustain authority. Authority must be constantly nurtured through
personal performance.23 While Carl Friedrich argues ‘authority is a quality of
communication, rather than of persons’, he neglects the fact that specific individuals
can augment or detract from the authority of an office.24 Individuals defer to
authority not only because the communication appears reasonable but also because
they trust the agent issuing the command.25 A significant implication of this notion
of authority is that, contrary to the arguments of some writers, individuals suspend
their own judgment when confronted with an authority, but they never surrender
it.26 The way they view authorities, their structure, influence, and other character-
istics, significantly influence the extent to which actors are willing to extend or
withdraw support.27 Therefore, authority, defined here as the voluntary suspension
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of individual judgment in response to a dictate, is subjective and conditional. It must
be reinforced through appropriate acts of social conduct.

These diverse elements combine to create ‘authoritative’ relationships in two
interrelated ways. Modifying terminology used by Richard Flathman, they first
possess a ‘formal’ dimension.28 In other words, they originate in an ‘office’ or
‘organization’ constituted by precise, recognized, rules, laws and procedures such as
a central bank, treasury ministry, or an elite financial firm. Second, authoritative
commands possess a ‘substantive’ dimension. Substantive authority results from the
level of trust, respect and credibility afforded to the person, office or organization
issuing the command.

By implication, the ability of actors to generate and sustain authority varies. An
office may possess a certain baseline level of ‘formal’ authority due to its institu-
tional position. For example, market actors, most of the time, view independent
central banks as more authoritative on matters of monetary policy than politically
motivated finance ministries. Similarly, government officials and investors tend to
consider currency strategists at prestigious financial institutions, such as Goldman
Sachs or Citigroup, to be more authoritative about exchange rates than their peers at
small commercial banks.29 In contrast, whether or not the actor or organization
maintains ‘substantive’ authority is primarily a function of whether or not others
believe their statements and actions to be truthful, credible and the like. Substantive
authority is a product of the subject’s judgment concerning the authority’s prior
history and reputation. For example, a foreign exchange economist will not long
defer to the statements of a policymaker concerning monetary or fiscal policy if that
official is known to be corrupt, incompetent, politically motivated or frequently
misleading. Nor will a policymaker long accept the actions of the market—or any
particular person or firm in the market—if the market exhibits what the policymaker
judges to be irresponsible, irrational or malicious behaviour.

Authority and monetary regimes

Most people view monetary issues as highly esoteric and best left to the sound
judgment of expert ‘financiers’ in governments and private firms. The realm of
monetary policy, therefore, represents an ideal ground for investigating authority
because of its unique dependence on communities of experts. I begin my investi-
gation narrowly by theorizing how exchange rate regimes structure the choices that
policymakers and market actors make when confronted with changing monetary
conditions.30 I then test these assumptions by analysing the ERM crisis of 1992–93.

John Ruggie argues ‘the formation and transformation of international regimes
may be said to represent a concrete manifestation of the internationalization of
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political authority’.31 That said, the notion of regime authority is a derived notion.
Because regimes do not possess wills or discretion, they do not possess authority
directly.32 Rather, they specify relationships of authority between those individuals
and organizations bearing influence and expertise within specific issue areas and
those subject to their dictates. In the context of currency regimes, this relationship
can be most easily seen at its extremes. In a pure floating rate regime—where market
mechanisms operate unencumbered—governments maintain authority over national
monetary and fiscal policies. At the same time, market actors maintain authority for
determining the rate of currency exchange believed to most appropriately reflect
relative national monetary and fiscal conditions.33 In a pure fixed rate regime—again
where market mechanisms operate unencumbered—states possess authority to set
central rates of exchange, but market actors then maintain authority to determine
the domestic wage levels, interest rates, and so on, required to sustain those rates.

These ‘pure’ regimes rarely find expression in real world practice. Instead, we
encounter currency regimes embodying different distributions of state/market auth-
ority such as managed floats, fixed but adjustable rates, crawling pegs and target
zones.34 In each case, what represents expertise, the boundaries of legitimate behaviour
on the part of state and market actors, and, hence, appropriate authority relations,
reflects a complex interplay of ideas and practices unique to the regime’s historical
juncture.35 At the same time, the lines delineating domains of state and market auth-
ority are much more ambiguous and contestable. The ‘rules’ are less clear, open to a
greater range of interpretation by both market actors and policymakers and hence
less able to produce stable sets of expectations. Here, then, at the churning con-
fluence of state and market authority, where the opinions of experts clash under
complex and ambiguous economic and political conditions, lay the origins of
currency crises. This becomes much clearer by investigating the evolution and crisis
of the European Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM).

Normative change and European monetary regimes

Much has been written about why the ERM crisis of 1992–93 occurred, but little has
been said about how the crisis should be understood relative to the progress of
European monetary politics more generally. I begin by challenging the notion that
the ERM crisis represents merely one of several bumps along the rough road of
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European monetary integration that began with the demise of the Bretton Woods
regime in the 1970s. I do so by investigating Kathleen McNamara’s thesis in The
Currency of Ideas that beginning in the mid-1970s, a neoliberal policy consensus—
what she labels ‘competitive liberalism’—came to replace the compromise of ‘embed-
ded liberalism’ that sat at the heart of the Bretton Woods regime.36 I test this thesis
by first identifying the gaps in existing political and economic accounts of the ERM
crisis and then recasting the crisis as a crisis of authority. What becomes sharply
evident is the extent to which dissension, rather than consensus, among European
policymakers regarding the objectives of national fiscal and monetary policies and
the role of states and markets in economic life contributed to crisis in the ERM
regime.

John Ruggie argues economic regimes embody a historically contingent fusion of
power and social purpose. According to Ruggie, we may be able to understand a
regime’s form by understanding relations of interstate power, but not its content.37

McNamara utilizes Ruggie’s approach to regimes to argue a shift in power—from
states to capital markets—and a shift in social purpose—from growth and full employ-
ment to low inflation—drove the progression towards EMU that began with the de
facto collapse of the Snake in 1973. She writes, ‘A neoliberal policy consensus that
elevated the pursuit of low inflation over growth or employment took hold among
political elites, eventually resulting in a downward convergence in inflation rates.
This policy consensus redefined state interests in cooperation, underpinned stability
in the EMS, and induced political leaders to accept the domestic policy adjustments
needed to stay within the system’.38 According to McNamara, the neoliberal policy
consensus that took hold centred around a German version of pragmatic monetarism
that delivered economic growth with relatively low inflation during the ‘stagflation’
years of the 1970s. Finally, she suggests this shift can best be understood as the
abandonment by European leaders of the compromise of ‘embedded liberalism’ in
place since Bretton Woods and the embrace of a ‘competitive liberalism’ defined as
the willingness of states ‘to rule out the use of monetary policy as a weapon against
broader societal problems, such as unemployment or slow growth … and support for
exchange rate stability and inflation control above all other macroeconomic goals.’39

McNamara is certainly correct that the growth of capital markets from the 1970s
onward influenced the range of policies available to state policymakers confronted
with slow growth and creeping unemployment. She is also correct that the sub-
stantial convergence evident in the fiscal and monetary policies of European govern-
ments during the 1970s and 1980s was in no small part due to policy emulation.
However, by 1992, several European leaders and organizations were clearly unwilling
to co-operate with each other or to subordinate their domestic policy to achieve
stable exchange rates even when that meant contributing to crisis in the ERM.
In short, the ERM crisis reveals the breakup of consensus in a dramatic way.
McNamara overstates the extent to which European officials abandoned the goals of
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embedded liberalism prior to 1992. She also understates the deep divisions regarding
the balance of government activism and market autonomy that existed among
European policymakers prior to, during (and since) the ERM crisis.

Economic and political explanations of the ERM crisis

Although much has been written about currency crises, we still know very little
about why currency crises occur, how they progress and why they stop. One
explanation might be that our knowledge of currency crises divides into the fields
of economics and political science. This artificial division of labour—economists
investigate how macroeconomic conditions influence market behaviour while political
scientists investigate why governments change exchange rate policies—leaves signifi-
cant theoretical blind spots in both fields. This becomes increasingly evident when
we begin to explore difficult questions about the ERM crisis. For instance, why
did the Danish Maastricht vote trigger the crisis? Why did the crisis begin in
Scandinavia rather than in the EC? Why did investors attack currencies where
economic fundamentals appeared robust and exchange rates appropriate? Why did
Bundesbank policies prove the crucial determinant of who did and did not success-
fully defend their parities when speculation occurred?

Most economists agree that strains on the ERM system imposed by German
reunification ‘were exacerbated by inappropriate macroeconomic policy decisions
that contributed to high inflation and budget deficits in some EMS countries—
especially the United Kingdom and Italy’.40 Economists dispute, however, the actual
effects of Britain’s entry rate, Italy’s budget problems and France’s interest rate
policies on economic competitiveness and the sustainability of parities within the
grid.41 This lack of consensus among economists primarily results from disagree-
ments about the causal influence of macroeconomic variables on exchange rates. As
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David Cobham confesses ‘the last two decades have failed to produce good pre-
dictive models of the exchange rate’.42 This is not surprising. According to recent
surveys of UK and US-based currency traders, ‘There is no consensus among
traders on a wide range of important issues relating to fundamental value and the
determinants of exchange rate movements’.43 The troubling result for economists
attempting to use macroeconomic models to predict or explain currency crises is that
‘it would appear that exchange rates can be, and repeatedly are, severely strained and
destabilized by speculative pressures even in the absence of clear imbalances in
macroeconomic fundamentals’.44

Economists also disagree on why currency markets underwent such a radical
change in expectations in the summer of 1992 that an apparently stable foreign
exchange regime turned so quickly into a fragile one. Some economists argue macro-
economic conditions underwent a significant shift prior to 1992. Significant enough,
anyway, to make existing ERM parities non-credible. Others argue the parities were
credible and indefinitely sustainable.45 Positions in this debate turn on whether one
believes market actors simply react to existing macroeconomic conditions or whether
market actors can alter macroeconomic conditions by co-ordinating their investment
behaviour.46 What they share, however, is an underdeveloped view of the role politics
plays in fostering currency crises.

Political scientists view the causes of the ERM crisis primarily in political/
organizational terms. Michael Smith and Wayne Sandholtz point to a bureaucratic
division of labour between the German government (responsible for ‘treaty making’)
and the Bundesbank (responsible for ‘policymaking’) and show how conflicts
between the objectives of these organizations undermined intra- and intergovern-
mental co-operation during the crisis.47 They argue, ‘German and European insti-
tutional structures worked against two potential solutions to the crisis: realignment
and reductions in German interest rates’.48 In contrast, Mark Harmon and Dorothee
Heisenberg place blame for the crisis in Britain and in Germany. Harmon and
Heisenberg attribute the failure of Britain to maintain the value of sterling within
the ERM to ‘London’s failure to conform to the policy strictures of EMS
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membership’.49 As for German culpability, Harmon and Heisenberg point to
Germany’s failure to insist on realignment after unification, the maintenance of high
interest rates that threatened EC economies, the lack of verbal support for Britain
and general uncertainty regarding Germany’s commitment to monetary union.50

Like Smith and Sandholtz, David Cameron finds ‘Germany was, at several critical
moments, unable to exercise ‘‘structural leadership’’’ particularly in its inability to
gain agreement to a general currency realignment prior to the Bath summit.51 In
response, Cameron offers what he describes as a ‘regime-as-polity’ approach to the
crisis. For Cameron, any adequate explanation of the crisis must factor in the ERM’s
rules, norms and procedures as well as the interactions among its members through
which governments institutionalized themselves in the regime.52 As a result, ‘by its
decision to remain outside the ERM, Britain had voluntarily excluded itself from
that ‘‘evolution of cooperation’’ ’.53 This led to a lack of support for Britain within
the ERM when they most needed it.

Unfortunately, these authors provide a no more satisfying explanation of the
crisis than do their economist counterparts. For example, the focus on the importance
of norm compliance among the parties to a regime is highly suggestive. Yet, norma-
tive embeddedness itself cannot fully explain state behaviour during the crisis. Italy
participated in the ERM from its beginning and linked its economic and security
policies tightly to the EC. Italy possessed high regime embeddedness but left the
ERM anyway. Italy’s behaviour is problematic for norm compliance as an explanatory
variable, at least as Cameron and Harmon and Heisenberg specify it.

Similarly, Smith and Sandholtz offer a rich account of the challenges faced by
policymakers trying to convert monetary power in the ERM into institutional
authority. But they do not clearly explain how Bundesbank authority—or variations
in it—resulted in currency markets pressuring exchange rates at different levels of
intensity and at different times. Nor do they specify the linkages between levels of
institutional authority and the stability of exchange rates. This leaves them unable to
trace how institutional infighting in Germany ultimately led to currency markets
attacking currency values within the parity grid.

Independently, economic and political approaches to the ERM crisis cannot
explain the significant policy variations exhibited by Britain, France and Italy during
the crisis. Table 1 describes six areas of variation between countries, each one of
which the economic or political science literatures find difficult to explain. For
example, all three countries came under intense exchange rate pressure, but only
Italy possessed clear competitiveness problems. Britain and Italy both left the regime
but Italy was highly embedded in the regime’s normative structure while Britain was
not. All three received significant material support from the Bundesbank, but only
France received clear rhetorical support. The causal influence of this variable goes
mostly unexplained in both literatures.
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Unable to deliver a complete explanation of the crisis, these accounts do, none-
theless, pose clear challenges to McNamara’s thesis. They underscore the significant
degree of normative and operational conflict within and between countries at the
time of the ERM crisis and the unwillingness of many policymakers to subordinate
domestic economic goals to European objectives. Successful policy emulation in
relative good times, it appears, masked deep normative and operational tensions.

Conflicting authorities: states, markets and the ERM

Exchange rate regimes embody certain ‘rules of the game’, historically contingent
norms reflecting the underlying economic ideas that structure state and market
behaviour.54 In many cases these rules are not explicitly codified but rather tacitly
understood. In either case, state and market actors align exchange rate expectations
and adopt roles based on their understanding of these rules. The ERM began in
1979 as a floating exchange rate regime designed to counter the volatility in financial
markets experienced throughout the 1970s. However, between 1979 and 1992, the
ERM gradually shifted from a floating currency rate regime into a quasi fixed-rate
regime. With this shift in regime form came a shift in the policy tools available to
state officials for maintaining exchange rate stability. In particular, the abandonment
of capital controls so central to the earlier Bretton Woods regime required states to
develop alternative methods for supporting exchange rates. EC legislation codified
these methods, including (among others) when and how to use intramarginal
intervention, interest rate adjustments and parity realignments.55

The ERM regime defined authority relations among state and market actors.
Returning to the language introduced earlier, formal political authority arose
through the development of specific organizations and decision-making mechanisms
(such as the regular meetings of European` finance ministers and central bankers)
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54 The term ‘rules of the game’ is usually attributed to Keynes in reference to the working of the pre-
war Gold Standard. See Dam, The Rules of the Game.

55 McKinnon, ‘Rules’, p. 36–37.

Table 1. Cross-case variations in the ERM crisis : Britain, France, Italy.

Question Britain France Italy

1. Did a clear macroeconomic imbalance exist? Unclear No Yes

2. Was the government highly embedded in the regime? No Yes Yes

3. Did the government receive material support from
the Bundesbank? Yes Yes Yes

4. Did the government receive rhetorical support
from the Bundesbank? No Yes No

5. Did the government devalue in the mechanism? No No Yes

6. Did the government leave the exchange rate regime? Yes No Yes



through which European leaders discussed and implemented exchange rate policies.
Formal market authority arose as states loosened financial market regulations,
market actors developed norms and principles for processing foreign exchange
transactions and market mechanisms gained recognition as efficient and legitimate
means through which to distribute financial capital. Substantive political authority
arose through the respect market actors afforded the technical expertise of bureau-
crats, particularly central bankers, as well as the reputation some policymakers
possessed for truthfulness and competence. Substantive market authority rested on
the beliefs held by policymakers of market expertise, market behaviour (compliance
with existing norms and principles) and the respect—or disrespect—political officials
afforded firms, leaders of firms or the market generally. When robust, these authority
relations generated predictable patterns of state and market behaviour. States adjusted
interest rates and intervened in financial markets when necessary to support weak
currencies. Markets—anticipating government behaviour—self-corrected when rates
approached the upper or lower bounds of the parity grid.56

In the period from 1990–92, however, political authority weakened as members
increasingly pursued domestic-oriented policy. Specifically, the failure to realign
exchange rates after German reunification and the failure (of some governments) to
adjust interest rates to support exchange rate parities violated two foundational
regime ‘rules’ and resulted in ‘a sort of creeping instability’ as the bases for market
expectations shifted.57 In this uncertain policy environment, market actors sought
a new focal point around which to align exchange rate expectations and accepted
perceived variances in exchange rates only because they believed European monetary
institutions would garner increased formal authority through ratification of the
Maastricht Treaty. As one foreign exchange analyst said prophetically in May
1992, ‘some dealers fear that if the Danes decide not to join the EMU (European
Monetary Union or single currency), the whole project will start to fall apart,
adding to uncertainty in the European Monetary System’.58

On 2 June, Denmark voted against the treaty by the narrow margin of 50.7 per
cent to 49.3 per cent. The vote revealed the significant doubt present in the Euro-
pean populace regarding the Maastricht Treaty and left EC officials unable to issue
guarantees that the Maastricht timetable would proceed as envisioned. The ‘no’ vote
also caused foreign exchange traders to question whether state compliance to the
convergence criteria required by Maastricht would continue.59 In response, market
actors began to pressure exchange rates in countries linked to, but outside of the
ERM’s domain of authority—notably Sweden and Finland. Market actors then
began to pressure the exchange rates of countries within the regime, such as Britain
and Italy. French President Francois Mitterrand scheduled a French referendum for
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20 September, 1992 in hopes that a French ‘yes’ would restore the EC’s formal
authority, stabilize market expectations and subsequently stabilize parities. As
Cameron explains, it ‘appeared at first to be a masterful political gambit—a means
by which France, and Mitterrand, could appear as the saviors of Maastricht by
rallying a large vote in favor of the Treaty’.60 However, by late August, three differ-
ent surveys indicated support for the treaty in France at below 50 per cent.61 This
reinforced an emerging belief in currency markets that EC institutions possessed
insufficient formal authority to ensure state compliance to the convergence criteria.
Market actors shifted from interpreting assurances regarding convergence origin-
ating at the EC level to interpreting the words and actions of political authorities at
the domestic level. In so doing, the substantive, rather than the formal, aspect of
authority rose in importance.

Throughout the crisis, with little clear economic data to guide them, market
actors sorted through conflicting statements and signals originating from an array of
policymakers and ‘offices’ throughout the EC. When in conflict, as these signals
often were, to determine who and what to believe, market actors relied upon their
own subjective judgments about the reputation, office and expertise of the speaker.
This can be envisioned schematically. At the time of the ERM crisis German organ-
izations—particularly the Bundesbank—possessed significant ‘formal’ authority. The
deutschemark was the anchor currency in the ERM and the Bundesbank could
manage its considerable foreign exchange reserves and interest rate setting power
at its own discretion.62 In contrast, the central banks of Britain, France and Italy
each possessed significantly less formal authority than the Bundesbank.63 French
policymakers, however, possessed considerable ‘substantive’ authority garnered
through their long-standing franc fort monetary policy as did German policymakers
with their anti-inflation tradition.64 Italian officials possessed far less substantive
authority because of general market suspicion regarding the commitment of Italian
politicians to painful fiscal, institutional and constitutional reforms. British officials
possessed perhaps the least substantive authority of all because of their notable
absence from the ERM until 1990. Therefore, in terms of ‘authoritativeness’, market
actors roughly perceived German officials as possessing the highest levels of
authority followed in turn by France, Britain and Italy.
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Monetary Sovereignty: The Politics of Central Banking in Western Europe (Ithaca, NY: Cornell
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64 See Portes, ‘EMS and EMU’, p. 5–6. The Bank of France also received deep respect from markets. A
senior currency economist at an investment bank in London characterized the Bank of France as
‘masterful‘ at intervention (Author interview, January 1998).



As the ERM regime came under pressure, state and market actors challenged
each other’s authority along both substantive and formal dimensions. Spain and
Ireland reinstituted capital controls altering the rules and procedures of their
domestic currency markets. France introduced credit facilities that helped to insulate
French commercial banks from the high interest rates used to punish market
speculation. Both policymakers and market authorities (primarily traders and
currency economists at the major investment banks in London) sparred with each
other in the press concerning whether or not ‘irrational’ markets or misplaced state
policies were to blame for the crisis.65 Exchanges often resembled juvenile name
calling. They nonetheless served to alter perceptions of expertise and legitimacy
crucial for sustaining (or eroding) authority. In short, ERM rule violations
combined with the Danish ‘no’ vote to break down the formal and substantive
authority of EC institutions. As this occurred, policymakers and market actors
attempted to locate new sources of authority around which to align policy and
investment expectations. How evaluations of authority lead to variations in domestic
policy outcomes—Britain and Italy leaving the ERM while France did not—
becomes clearer by briefly looking at specific state-level cases.

Britain

When sterling came under pressure in August and September 1992, Britain
implemented measures to defend the pound’s parity. It intervened in currency
markets spending the equivalent of $1.28 bn of reserves in August and $15 bn of
reserves on 16 September alone.66 Britain made verbal commitments to defend the
currency and several senior-level officials announced their intention to remain in the
ERM at whatever cost.67 Finally, it structured policies in such a way as to make
defection from the ERM costly in hopes of making these commitments credible
from the viewpoint of the market.68 Early on, these strategies supported sterling.
Christopher May, the head of foreign exchange for Union Bank of Switzerland,
acknowledged, ‘We had told our customers that the Bank of England is in the
market and is solid’.69 Yet, Britain left the ERM on 17 September after two years of
relative stability in the mechanism. How do we account for this substantial change in
policy?
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First, as Cameron argues, Britain could not call on any more assistance from its
EC colleagues than what ERM statutes required. An Irish official explains, ‘there
was so little real sympathy for the British after all these years of the kind of tack
they had taken. They were on their own.’70 Second, Britain clearly signalled its
intention to pursue domestic-oriented monetary policy by not raising interest rates
until 16 September even though market actors were demanding it. Neil Mckinnon,
chief economist at Yamaichi International in London, reflecting widespread market
sentiment during the summer, said, ‘There is a mismatch between rhetoric and
action. We have recently seen the Bank of Italy raise rates as a consequence of being
in the ERM. The market wants to know whether the British are prepared to do the
same.’71 Third, when in conflict, markets downgraded statements made by Chancellor
Norman Lamont and Prime Minister John Major in support of sterling and
responded to statements made by Helmut Schlesinger, Hans Tietmeyer and other
Bundesbank officials implying the need for devaluation. Markets responded to
Bundesbank authority rather than British authority throughout the crisis.72

Currency market intervention only works if markets believe the intervention
signals a concern about exchange rates great enough to lead to significant policy
change. In the case of Britain, because of its checquered history in the EMS,
the institutional position of the Bank of England, the lack of respect afforded
Chancellor Lamont by market actors, and domestic constraints, Britain could not
sustain the parity without unequivocal and public German support.73 Britain needed
to ‘borrow authority’ from the Bundesbank more than it needed to borrow reserves.
As one analyst put it, ‘the tensions are going to persist until the Bundesbank makes
it clear that it’s happy with the present structure of exchange rates’.74 Unfortunately
for Britain, the Bundesbank refused to provide such support for sterling because
they believed Britain had entered the ERM at too high a rate, had not defended the
rate properly and had refused to accept responsibility for its failure to hold the
pound’s value. As a result, unable to augment its formal and substantive authority,
and hemorrhaging reserves, Britain abandoned the ERM on 17 September.
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Philip Stephens argues, ‘The failure to hold sterling’s ERM central rate of
DM2.95 robbed the Prime Minister of the authority of his office, just as devaluation
had undermined Harold Wilson in 1967. After his enforced departure the following
year, Lamont would charge that the government now behaved as if ‘‘in office but not
in power.’’ ’75 In fact, British officials began to lose authority prior to floating
sterling. Eroding government authority produced currency crisis, not the other
way around. Furthermore, little evidence suggests British officials viewed market
behaviour as fundamentally irrational or illegitimate, as French officials later came
to do. British policymakers never embraced regime norms. Many Bank of England
and Treasury officials were proponents of a floating currency and viewed a market-
led devaluation as permissible, even advantageous, for its domestic economy.76 As a
result, Britain decided to leave the ERM.

Italy

A similar argument explains Italy’s policy behaviour during the crisis.77 Italy failed
to reform its domestic policies and institutions fully prior to the Danish ‘no’ vote in
June. As formal EC authority eroded and markets sought political and economic
assurances for continued convergence at the domestic level, market actors called
both formal and substantive Italian authority into question.78 As in the case of
Britain, market actors questioned the Bundesbank’s commitment to defending the
lira. Although the Bundesbank defended the lira in September and linked a small
interest rate cut to Italian devaluation on 14 September, market actors generally
perceived Bundesbank unwillingness to incur the real cost of sustaining the lira
within the parity grid. The Bundesbank’s attitude became increasingly evident in late
August when ‘conflicting reports on the absence of support for the lira by the
Bundesbank triggered uncertainty over whether the German authorities had
deliberately decided to stay on the sidelines’.79 Currency dealers and Italian officials
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75 Stephens, Politics, p.257. See also John Major, The Autobiography (New York: HarperCollins, 1999)
who writes, ‘It had been a very traumatic day that would change the perception of the government:
we were never again to enjoy the same confidence as before Black Wednesday’ (pp. 334–5).

76 According to a senior financial affairs correspondent at the Financial Times, career officials within the
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(Politics, p. 260).

77 One notable difference between Italy’s situation and that of Britain, however, concerns
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Unstable EMS’, p. 65).
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(Financial Times, 4 August 1992).

79 Financial Times, 29 August 1992.



interpreted these comments as their British counterparts did: Italy could not count
on linking the value of the lira to the authority of the Bundesbank.80

Italy did pursue the devaluation option, agreeing to devalue within the mechan-
ism by 7 per cent against the deutschemark on the weekend of 12/13 September.
They preferred to devalue within a general realignment because their participation in
the ERM had previously sustained the lira’s value.81 Unfortunately, they received
little support for a general realignment from other members of the ERM and were
forced to pursue devaluation alone.82 According to one dealer, ‘The lira was suffer-
ing from a lack of confidence in Italy’.83 Confirming fears held by British officials
that no single devaluation within the grid would prove sufficient to stem speculation,
the lira was back on its ERM floor within two days of devaluation.84 Italian officials
considered an additional devaluation but were frustrated at the lack of support for
the lira shown by ERM members and cognizant of the fact that they did not possess
the authority upon which to anchor the exchange rate. They also recognized that the
lira had been overvalued and that a market-led devaluation was justified on
economic grounds. Therefore, Italy, like Britain, exited the ERM and allowed the
lira to float.

France

In contrast to both Britain and Italy, France did not devalue. They remained in the
ERM through three rounds of speculative attack that occurred prior to the widening
of parity bands to 15 per cent on 1 August, 1993.85 Three factors contributed to
French success in defending the value of the franc during the first two attacks. A
breakdown in the third factor ultimately led to the widening of the parity bands
during the third attack.

First, because of its long-standing commitment to the ERM and to the anti-
inflationary stance associated with its franc fort policy, France possessed more
overall authority than did either Britain or Italy.86 Market actors clearly recognized
France as the driving force behind closer monetary union and its commitment to the
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80 Eichengreen and Wyplosz argue that the Bundesbank had long been a supporter of the coronation
theory whereby those ERM members that maintained proven convergence credentials received full
Bundesbank support while those without such credentials only received marginal support. They place
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83 The Reuter Business Report, 15 September 1992.
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culminated in the widening of parity bands on 1 August 1993.

86 A senior currency economist at an investment bank in London notes ‘Smart dealers didn’t challenge
them, only stupid ones did’ (Author interview, January 1998).



ERM never came into question. One market analyst argued late in 1992, ‘People
really don’t understand what is behind French economic policy. The authorities are
just not going to give in.’87 Second, on economic grounds—a lower inflation rate
than Germany and a stronger economy—the franc’s position within the parity grid
remained strong and many in the market acknowledged this fact.88 Therefore, in
contrast to Britain and Italy, many investors viewed speculation on the franc as
misplaced thus impeding market co-ordination. Third, during the first and second
attacks France received critical and unambiguous material and rhetorical support
from the Bundesbank, support not extended to either Britain or Italy.89

During the first speculative attacks in September, several senior Bundesbank
officials made notable public statements in support of the franc. 90 Schlesinger’s
comments in particular stood ‘in contrast to the ambiguous comments he reportedly
made about sterling’.91 Market actors noted the difference immediately and aligned
expectations accordingly.92 Furthermore, for the first time in ERM history, the
Bundesbank intervened on behalf of the franc before the currency hit its ERM floor.
Once again, the situation was different from that of the pound and the lira where
Germany intervened but did so with obvious reluctance.

A similar scenario unfolded during the second attack in December and January.
In early January, the franc received support through a small cut in the German
repurchase rate from 8.76 per cent to 8.6 per cent. Although not economically
significant, the rate cut—like the intramarginal intervention earlier—sent a powerful
signal to financial markets concerning the Bundesbank’s resolve to support the
franc.93 In fact, it was not until 10 July that the Bank of France again intervened in
the market in support of the franc. However, in those five months, the market
changed its impression of the German/French relationship.

The first hint of changing market sentiment appeared in late November. The
Financial Times reported that the market was impressed by the performance of the
franc during the September crisis but had begun to worry about the strength of the
deutschemark.94 This view intensified during the spring and summer of 1993. The
ratification of the Maastricht Treaty by Denmark in May convinced one currency
economist that the deutschemark would soon be one of the weakest of the major
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French economy makes me think that there is even some reason to expect a revaluation’ (Financial
Times, 22 September 1992). By November, markets forecasted that the French could even lower
interest rates without undermining the franc. Said Joanne Perez, an economist at Banque Indosuez in
Paris, ‘A cut in rates would confirm that France is part of the hard core of the exchange rate
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See also Melitz, ‘French Monetary Policy’.

89 Bertie Ahern, Irish Finance Minister, publicly claimed that smaller countries were at a disadvantage
in defending their parities because they could not rely on Bundesbank support whereas France was
able to get a ‘separate deal’ in support of the franc (Financial Times, 2 February 1993).

90 Financial Times, 19 September 1992.
91 Financial Times, 22 September 1992.
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Business Report, 7 January 1993).

94 Financial Times, 21 November 1992.



currencies.95 By June, many observers speculated Germany could lose its status as
the anchor currency of the ERM.96 Perhaps the most damaging event occurred in
late June when French Finance Minister Edmond Alphandéry seemed to indicate he
was summoning senior Bundesbank officials, including Waigel and Schlesinger, to
Paris to discuss German interest rates. German officials, angry at receiving what they
took to be an order to come to what was a regularly scheduled meeting, quickly
cancelled.

These facts support David Andrews’ contention that by early 1993, the French—
sensing German weakness—desired to replace the deutschemark with the franc as
the anchor currency of the ERM.97 Unfortunately for the French, they seriously
misinterpreted how market actors understood the French/German relationship.
Although the deutschemark weakened in early 1993, market actors never seriously
questioned German authority within the ERM.98 In its bid to assume a more
dominant role in the ERM at the expense of Germany, France only served to
weaken the bond that held them together, a bond that had supported the franc for a
year. Market actors began to look again for a clear signal of Bundesbank commit-
ment to the franc and that meant significant German interest rate cuts. Said Kim
Schoenholtz of Salomon Brothers in London at the end of July, ‘The state of the
exchange rate mechanism depends on the Bundesbank.’99 Market actors therefore
interpreted the Bundesbank’s refusal to lower its key discount rate on 29 July—after
signalling its likelihood to do so—as a clear indication of Bundesbank unwillingness
to extend further support to the franc.100 The French/German relationship had gone
sour with the Bundesbank increasingly making decisions ‘regardless of what the
German government or any other government wants’.101

With the franc no longer supported by German authority, market pressure
increased.102 To stem speculation while preserving the institutional structure of the
ERM, parity bands were widened to 15 per cent on 1 August. The move, viewed by
Dutch Finance Minister Wim Kok to be ‘the worst but one option’, transformed the
ERM from a quasi-fixed rate regime back into what it had been a decade earlier: a
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managed floating-rate regime.103 It also significantly reshaped the ‘rules of the game’
guiding state and market actor behaviour leaving both policymakers and market
actors tentative as they slowly began to reconstruct their relationship.104

Conclusion

Exchange rate regimes institutionalize norms of behaviour around which state and
market actors base expectations. They also specify the distribution of formal
authority over the production, exchange and management of money allotted to state
and market actors. State and market authority relations are historically contingent
and vary in their attributes across both time and place. Short-term exchange rates
depend not only on the relative conditions of national economies, but on how state
and market actors come to understand each other’s current and likely future
behaviour. The Danish ‘no’ vote on the Maastricht Treaty destabilized expectations
by destabilizing interstate and state and market actor authority relations. Contrary
to McNamara’s thesis that by 1992 European leaders had arrived at a deep
consensus regarding the normative and operational foundations of ‘competitive
liberalism’, national policy behaviour suggests policy emulation may have arisen
more from pragmatic impulses than from ideological consensus. Before and during
the crisis, prominent European leaders clearly placed national policy autonomy and
domestic oriented objectives before their commitments to the ERM. Significant
divisions remained (and still remain) across Europe regarding the scope of European
institutions relative to domestic institutions, the appropriate distribution of state and
market actor authority and the goals and prerogatives of monetary organizations.

Almost ten years after the ERM crisis began, many of the same tensions which
provoked currency crisis then remain evident now, even though Europe has since
proceeded with EMU. This is most apparent in the reluctance of Britain, Denmark
and Sweden to join in EMU. While they may agree with the policy aspirations of
‘competitive liberalism’ they appear not to agree with its operational prescriptions.
Indications of lingering normative disagreements are evident in former German
Finance Minister Oskar Lafontaine calling for an activist European Central Bank
(ECB) and the occasional French call for a political counterweight to ECB
authority.105 The issue of ECB activism appeared again in the aftermath of the
terror attacks on New York and Washington, DC last September when the ECB
followed the US Federal Reserve in cutting interest rates after previously indicating
they would not do so.106 While the ECB has prided itself on not having an ‘activist’
monetary policy, market actors indicated the rate cut ‘shows that the ECB is a very
active bank and that the central banks stand ready to help the economy’.107 Political
conflict can be seen in the wrangling between France and Germany over the initial
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choice to head the ECB. And the decision not to publish the complete minutes of
ECB meetings suggests to some an attempt to mask internal dissension.108

The ERM crisis offers important lessons for exchange rate management under
conditions of monetary union. Most of all, it suggests governments should pay close
attention to how they manage their formal and substantive authority because
authority relations have a significant influence on exchange rate relations even in a
floating rate environment. So far, Europe has performed below market actor expec-
tations on both dimensions resulting in a significantly weaker euro than anticipated.
Italian Treasury Minister Amato acknowledged the core of the problem in 1999
when he remarked, ‘The euro is a currency for which 11 countries speak and this
may have created confusion in the markets’.109 A strong euro will only emerge when
EU institutions first possess clear relations of formal authority and then build
enough substantive authority to anchor market actor expectations. This will not
occur, however, until European officials resolve the disagreements described above.

More generally, the argument developed here addresses a question that sits at the
heart of international political economy: why the interactions of states and markets
sometimes (but not always) lead to monetary crisis? This is a question of utmost
relevance particularly in light of instability in financial markets across the 1990s. In
a speech delivered in August 1999, US Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
noted, ‘That episode of investor fright (Asia’s financial crisis) has largely dissipated.
But left unanswered is the question of why such episodes erupt in the first place.’110

That we do not yet know has much to do with disciplinary barriers that inhibit
theorizing about the way policymaker and market actor understandings of economic
and political conditions (and each other’s behaviour) translate into investment
and policy outcomes. The state/market relationship is frequently viewed through the
lens of structural or relational power.111 But this analysis suggests a more fruitful
approach is to view state and market actors as engaged in interdependent authority
relations. Monetary regimes institutionalize relations between communities of experts
where one’s office and recognized expertise influence the direction of monetary
policy and market action. By distinguishing relations of power from relations of
authority we uncover the deep interdependencies that exist between state and market
actors, and open up rich avenues of research beyond those concerned with the
power, or lack thereof, of the state.
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